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Abstract 
Palopoli, L., Testing logic programs for local stratification, Theoretical Computer Science 103 
(1992) 205-234. 
Locally stratified programs are a significant class of logic programs with negation for which both 
declarative and fixpoint semantics are well defined. Unfortunately in most cases recognizing local 
stratification is so hard a task that it has been conjectured that the problem is undecidable. Indeed, 
in this paper a formal proof of this undecidability is presented and rather general sufficient 
conditions for local stratification are introduced. 
1. Introduction 
The declarative and operational semantics of logic programs with negation have 
been the subject of much recent research. Since the classical approach, based on 
the least model semantics, fails to specify uniquely the meaning of logic programs 
with negation, a number of new approaches has been developed [l, 5,8]. In [l] the 
notion of strat$ed model has been proposed and it has been proved that for a 
particular class of logic programs (stratified logic programs) such a model exists, 
is unique and provides the fixpoint semantics of the program. In [5] such a semantics 
has been extended to a larger class of logic programs (locally stratified logic 
programs); moreover, the notion of perfect model has been introduced that provides 
the declarative semantics of both stratified and locally stratified programs. Whereas 
stratification can be tested efficiently by only visiting the dependency graph [l] of 
the program, testing local stratification has been conjectured to be an undecidable 
problem. In this paper we present a formal proof of undecidability of local 
stratification. Therefore, we shall present a number of sufficient conditions for local 
stratification that can be effectively tested. 
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 basic definitions and notations 
are introduced. In Section 3 the undecidability of local stratification is proved, along 
with a minor but still interesting result, i.e., local stratification of a logic program 
does not depend on the facts of the program. In Section 4 rather general sufficient 
conditions for local stratification are given. In more detail, Section 4 contains three 
sections. In Section 4.1, a sufficient condition based on unification between literals 
is developed. In Section 4.2, a second sufficient condition, based on a term complexity 
analysis, is presented. Finally, in Section 4.3, an effective algorithm which implements 
those sufficient conditions for local stratification is given, its correctness is proved 
and its computational complexity is briefly discussed. 
2. Background 
In this section, we introduce our notation and basic definitions. We assume that 
the reader is familiar with the notions of literal, predicate, term. A logic program is 
a set of rules and facts. A rule has two parts: the head, or consequent, that is a 
positive literal, written on the left side of the implication sign “t”, and the body, 
a conjunction of literals, written on the right side of the implication sign. For example 
P(X) + q(f(X)), 1r(X) 
is a rule in which p(X) is the head, q(f(X)) is a positive literal (atom) and lr(X) 
is a negative literal. Afact is a rule with an empty body. Following Prolog notation, 
a variable begins with a capital letter. The set of predicate symbols of a logic program 
P is denoted with S,. The Herbrand Universe U, of P is the set of all terms which 
can be constructed from constants and function symbols of l? In the case that no 
constant occurs in P, the existence of an arbitrary constant in P is assumed. The 
Herbrand Base BP of P is the set of all ground atoms which can be constructed 
using the predicate symbols in Sp and the terms in II,. A ground instance rule of 
P is obtained from a rule of P by consistently substituting the variables with elements 
of UP. Locally stratified logic programs are defined as follows. 
Definition 2.1. A logic program P is locally stratijied if it is possible to partition BP 
into subsets, called strata, B,,, B,, B,, . . . , B,, . . . , where p < y and y is a countable 
ordinal, such that for every ground instance rule 
P(z) + 4,(C), . . . , qm(km), irl(k+l), . . . ,7(k+h) 
of P (where each 2Z denotes a tuple of ground terms, i.e., of elements of UP), if the 
head atom p(C) belongs to a stratum, say Bk, then 
(i) vi qj(6)E U {B,), 
j-k 
(ii) Vi ri(L+i) E,U, {B;l. 
.c 
We shall also say that P has a local stratijkation. 
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Let P be a logic program. Local stratification of P can be defined in terms of a 
priority relation on Bp. 
Definition 2.2. The relations < and d are defined as follows. Let {A,, A,, A,, A,} c 
BP. 
(i) A, < A, if A7 is a negative literal in the body and A, is the consequence of 
a ground instance rule of P, 
(ii) A, d A2 if A, is a positive literal in the body and A, is the consequence of 
a ground instance rule of P, 
augmented by the transitivity and closure axioms: 
(iii) if A, s A2 and AZ< Ai then A, c A3, 
(iv) if A, d A2 and A,<Ai (resp. A,<A,) then A, <A3 (resp. A,< A,), 
(v) if A,<A2 then AlsA2, 
(vi) nothing else satisfies < or s. 
Example 2.3. Consider the following program l? 
P(Q) + 7(b), r(b). 
Then, p(a) <p(b), p(a) s r(b). M oreover P is locally stratified; one possible par- 
titioning of B, in strata is the following: 
&= {p(b), r(a)], B, = {p(a), r(b)}. 
Local stratification and priority relation are related as follows. 
Fact 2.4 (Przymusinski [S]). A logic program P is locally strutijied if and only if there 
is no infinite increasing sequence A, < A, < A3 < . . ., such that Vi A, E BP (< is said 
noetheriun on Br in this case). 
Example 2.5. Let P be the following program. 
P(0). 
P(X) + lP(S(X)) 
P is not locally stratified by Fact 2.4, since Vi (p(s’(O))<p(s”‘(O))), where s’ 
denotes i applications of the functor s. 
3. Undecidability of local stratification 
In the first part of this section, we shall state our negative result that there exists 
no algorithm which tests local stratification of logic programs. The proof of undecida- 
bility of local stratification is developed by a reduction of the modified Post 
correspondence problem (MPCP). Let L, = [a,, . . , uk] and Lz = [b, , . . . , b,] be 
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two lists of strings over some alphabet C. An instance I = (L, , L2, 2) of the MPCP 
is defined as follows. 
Does there exist a sequence I,, . . . , I,. of natural numbers, where 
r 2 0 and 14 I, s k, 1 s j s r, such that a,a,,a,, . . . a,” = b, b,,b,, . . . b,? 
The MPCP is known to be undecidable [3]. 
Before presenting the result, a definition and a technical lemma are needed. Let 
a=a,... a, be a string over some alphabet E. Then the list view of a, written [*a*], 
is the list defined as follows: 
[*a*1 = [“a,1 I [%I1 I. . . I [%lll 
where [” is an abbreviation for [[* . . [ n times, and 1 denotes the cons functor. 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be the list view of some stringx over some alphabet 2. Let a = a, . . . a, 
be a string over E. Then the list X’= [“X 1 [a,]] 1. . . I [a,]] is the list view of the 
string xa. 
Proof. Let x = x, . . . x,. Then X = [*x*1 = [“x,] 1 [x2]] 1. . . I [x,]], by definition. 
Now we have 
x’=rwhlll~ . +&Jl 
= [ “+m.dl~~ klllbJ1l~~ hJl=[*~~*l 0 
Theorem 3.2. Let P be a logic program. Then there exists no total recusive function f 
such that f (P) = 1 if P is locally stratified, f(P) = 0 otherwise. 
Proof. The proof consists of three parts. In the first one we will define a function 
LP which transforms any instance I of the MPCP into a logic program. In the 
second one, we show that I has a solution if and only if LP(Z) is not locally 
stratified. Finally, in the third part, we prove the undecidability of local stratification. 
Part 1. We define the function LP, which takes an instance of the MPCP as the 
input and returns a logic program, as follows. Let I = ([a,, . . . , a,], [b,, . . . , bk], 2) 
be any instance of the MPCP. Let a, = a,,, . . . a,,,, bi = bi,, . . . bi,,,, where ai,j, b,,, E 2, 
l<i<k, l<j<ni, lsv<mi. Then 
LP( I) = {r_start, r_gen, , r_gen,, . . . , r-gem, r-exit}, 
where 
r-start = start(a,,,) +post([*a,*], [“b,“]) 
r-geni~post(X, Y)+p4["fX ~[~,,111l[~i,211~~ . * I[a,,,,ll, 
~“~~~~~,,,ll~~~,,~ll~~ * I[b;,m,ll), lsisk 
r-exit =post(X, X)cistart(a,,,) 
It is easily noted that the above defined function LP is total recursive. 
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Part 2. We proceed by proving that I has a solution if and only if LP(I) is not 
locally stratified. 
Only if part. If I has a solution then there exists a sequence I,, . . . , Z, of natural 
numbers, where r 2 0 and 1 G I, c k, 1< jc r, such that a,a,, . . a,v = b,b,, . . b,v. 
Applying Lemma 3.1, we obtain 
start(+) ~pN[*a,*l, [*b,*l), (using r-start), 
p~~~U*a,*l, [*b,*l) ~p4[*ala,l*l, [*hh,*l), (using r_gen,,), 
. . 
poN*a, . . . a,,_ *I, I*& . . . b-,*1) 
spost([*a,. . . a,,*],[*b, . . . b,!*]), (using r_gen,v). 
Therefore, from Definition 2.2(iii), we obtain 
start(a,,,)spost([*a, . . . a,,*],[*b,. . b,r*]). (1) 
Since a, . . . a,, = b, . . . b,,. it follows that the atom post([*a, . . . a,,“], [*b, . . . b,,*]) 
is unifiable with the atom p(X, X). Henceforth, from r-exit, we obtain 
post([*a, . . . air*], [“b, . . . b,,“]) < .start(u,,,). (2) 
Finally, from (1) and (2), by Definition 2.2(iv), we obtain 
sturt(a,,,) i sturt(a,,,). (3) 
Using (3), it is possible to build from LP(I) the infinite increasing sequence 
start(a,,,) < start(a,,,) < . . . < start(a,,,) . . . of elements of BLPC,). Therefore, by 
Fact 2.4, LP(I) is not locally stratified. 
Zfpart. Assume that LP(Z) is not locally stratified. Then, by Fact 2.4, there exists 
an infinite increasing sequence of atoms of B,,(,, of the form 
A,<A2<A,<. . . . 
Now, consider the subsequence: 
A,<A,<A,. (4) 
Notice that, as the negation only appears in the rule r-exit E LP(Z), a strict < 
relation can be only generated from r-exit. This fact, together with (4) above, implies 
that the relations start(a,,,) ~post(I, 1) < start(a,,,) hold for LP( I), for some list 
(view of a string) 1. From start(a,,,)cpost(l, I) and Lemma 3.1 it follows that it is 
possible to construct from the ground instances of the rules of LP(I), a sequence 
S of atoms of the form: 
start(a,.,) C post(lr , l:) C . . . s post(fz, IL)<start(a,,,) ~12 1 
where each 1; is a list view of some string, 1 s j G u, d E {a, b}, such that: 
(i) for each relation post( I:, If) s post( I” ,+, , rf+,) there exists a rule r-gen,, which 
generates it 3 1 <j s u - 1, and 
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(ii) the relation posr(lE, rt) < start(a,,) is generated by r-exit (note that this 
implies /E = /f, since 1: and lf are ground lists). 
Further, as the atom start(u,,,) only unifies with the head of the rule r-start, we 
have that post(lr , If) = post([*a,*], [“b,‘“]). C onsider now the index sequence 
I,, . . . , I,_, , corresponding to the rules r-gen,, , . . . , r_gen,<, , used to generate all 
the relations in S but the last one. It follows immediately from the definition of list 
view of a string and the structure of S that I,, . . , I,_, is a solution for 1. This 
completes part 2 of the proof. 
Part 3. We proceed by contradiction, and assume that there exists the total 
recursive function f in the statement of the theorem. Consider the function g defined 
as follows: g(I) =f( LP( I)). S’ mce f’ and LP are total recursive functions, g is a 
total recursive function as well. Further: I has a solution if and only if LP (I) is 
not locally stratified if and only if f( LP( I)) = 0 if and only if g(I) = 0. Therefore, 
g decides the MPCP (contradiction). This completes the proof. 0 
In order to make our presentation complete, we shall prove next the quite intuitive 
result that local stratification does not depend on the facts of a logic program. Thus, 
let P be a logic program and let F(P) be the set of facts of P. We associate with 
P a new logic program Q(P) which is defined as follows: 
@(P)=(P-F(P)). 
The mapping @ is not injective which can be seen by considering a set of logic 
programs having the same set of rules and different facts. It is easily noted that the 
mapping @ associates to each of these programs the same transformed program. 
The following proposition proves that local stratification is independent on facts. 
Proposition 3.3. Let P be a logic program. Then P is locally stratijied if and only if 
Q(P) is locally strat$ed. 
Proof. Notice that 
(i) in the case that no constant occurs in Q(P), we can assume without loss of 
generality (w.1.o.g.) that the arbitrary constant of r/,,,,, belongs to UP; with 
this assumption we have UP f 0, U,,,, # (d, U,, Pj G UP and BotpI G Bp; 
(ii) facts of a program do not generate any relationship of the form A, < A2 or 
A, s A2. 
Only ifpart. P is locally stratified implies, by Fact 2.4, that there does not exist 
any infinite increasing sequence of atoms of BP of the form A, < A2 < . . . . It follows 
from (i) and (ii) above and by definition of Q(P) that there does not exist any 
infinite increasing sequence of atoms of BQ,cPj of the form A, < A2 <. . . . Therefore, 
by Fact 2.4, Q(P) is locally stratified. 
Ifpart. Q(P) is locally stratified. We proceed by contradiction and assume that 
P is not locally stratified. Thus, by Fact 2.4, there exists an infinite increasing 
sequence S of elements of BP of the form S = A, <A, <. . . . Let S’= A’, < Ai <. * . 
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be the sequence of atoms built from S as follows. If at least one function symbol, 
say f; occurs in Q(P), then substitute each function symbol occurring in S and not 
in Q(P) with f; furthermore, substitute each constant symbol in S and not in Q(P) 
with a constant symbol in UcDcp, (note that one such a symbol exists, as U,,,, # 0). 
If, on the other hand, no function symbol occurs in Q(P), then substitute each term 
in S not belonging to U,,,, with a constant symbol in U,, pj. It is easily noted that 
S’ is an infinite increasing sequence of elements of Bqj,(P, and each relation Ai <A:+, 
in the sequence, i 2 1, can be generated using the rules in Q(P). Therefore, by Fact 
2.4, Q(P) is not locally stratified (contradiction). Hence the result follows. Cl 
Remark 3.4. By Proposition 3.3, any sound algorithm to test local stratification does 
not need to be reapplied when the base of facts is changed. 
4. Sufficient conditions for local stratification 
In this section we present sufficient conditions for local stratification of logic 
programs and a test algorithm which implements such conditions. 
First we introduce a number of preliminary concepts. Let P be a logic program. 
The dependency graph DC(P) of P is a directed labeled multigraph DC(P) = 
( V, E, u EJ, where V is Sp, and for {p, 4) c Sp, ((p, q), [r, 01) E E, , if there is a 
rule r in P such that q occurs positively in r as the 0th body predicate and p occurs 
in the head, and ((p, q), [r, 01) E E2 if there is a rule r in P such that q occurs 
negatively in r as the 0th body predicate and p occurs in the head. We notice that 
E, n E?=@, by definition. Let H(DG(P)) denote the set of elementary circuits [2] 
in DC(P). A circuit ecE H(DG(P)) such that ecn E) f 0 is a negative circuit of 
DG( P). The set of negative circuits of DC(P) is denoted by K(DG(P)). Given 
a circuit ecE H(DG(P)), we denote SC(ec) the strong component [2] of DC(P) 
containing ec. A circuit ec E H( DG( P)) is an isolated circuit if there exists no other 
circuit ec’E H(DG(P)) belonging to SC(N). For any path r of DC(P), init 
and end(r) denote the initial and the final node of V, respectively. Let n,, . . . , n-,, 
benpathsofDG(P)suchthatend(7T,)=init(~,+,),lsi~n-l.Then~,~,...~, 
denotes the path of DG( P) obtained concatenating the paths 7~,, . . , n,,. For any 
path 
r= [((4,, q2L [rlq o,lL. . . , ((qm, qtntI), [r,,,, o,,~l)l 
of DC(P), n-(q,, q,,) denotes the portion of 7~ defined by 
n(q,, s,,) = lY((%, qcil), [r,, o,l), . . . , ((4,-, , 9,,), [r,,-, , o,,-,111, 
l~ssm,l~s’~m+l. 
Let z-’ and r = [((q,, 4, [rl, 4,. . . , t(qmr qm+ ,I, [rm, o,l)l be two paths of 
DC(P). Then n is part of d if 
~'=~TTl~(qj,,q,1)7T~...~TTI,~I~(q,i ,3qfi,)~k, 
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where 7r,, . . . , q are suitable (and possibly null) paths of DG(P), and 
n(q,, 3 4j2). . . T(qjk~l, qjkjzT. 
Moreover, the ternary relation IN(rr, T’, n) is inductively defined as follows: 
(1) if T is not part of rr’ then IN( T, rr’, 0), otherwise 
(2) write 
?T’= rr,rrir(q;,, s,,). . . dq,, I? q,rh, 
where dq,, , qjz)rTT(q,z, q ,) . . . dy;,-, , q,) = c let d’= TI . . . m; 
if IN(rr, rr”, n - l), then IN(rr, rr’, n). 
Furthermore, if for each positive integer h, IN(rr, rr’, II’), II’> h, then IN(rr, rr’, a). 
Given a circuit rrr in DG(P), the structural complexity factor of T’, denoted 
struct(n’), is inductively defined as follows: 
(1) if T’ is elementary, then struct(n’) = 1, otherwise 
(2) let T be an elementary circuit such that ZN( rr, T’, h), for some positive integer 
h; thus, write 
struct( 7-r’) = i struct( -7-r”) + 1. 
“=I 
Example 4.1. Let P be the following program. 
rl : p(X) +MX), 4x1, q(X) 
r2: p(X)tis(X) 
r3: q(X)+p(X) 
r, : q(X) + 4x1 
r5 : 4X)@+ 4(X) 
DG(P) = (V, E, u E,) is shown in Fig. 1, where arcs in E2 are marked with 1. 
H(DG(P)) = {cc,, cc2, ec,}, and H-( DG( P)) = {ec,}, where 
ccl = [((P, 9), [rI, II), ((9, PI, [r3, ll)l, 
ecz = [((P, 91, [rl, 31), ((9, p), [r3,11)1, 
ec3 = [((a ~1, [r4, ll), ((f4 4L [rs, 1111. 
Fuflhermore, let v = [CC P, 41, [r,, 1111 ec3 [((a p), [r3, II)1 ec,. Then IN(ec,, T 2) 
and struct( r) = 3. 
Lemma 4.2. Let P be a logic program. If HP( DG( P)) = 0 then P is locally stratified. 
Proof. Straightforward, from Definition 2.2 and Fact 2.4. 0 
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rr,, 21 b5’ 11 Lr,, 11 
Fig. 1. A dependency graph. 
4.1. UniJication 
Some negative circuits may be false circuits, in the sense that, due to the unification 
mechanism, it is not possible to cover them at the instance level. An example follows. 
Example 4.3. Consider the following logic program P. 
r1: P(X) + v(fMW)) 
r2: 4(8(X)) +p(X) 
Although a negative circuit exists in DG(P), P is locally stratified since the structure 
of the arguments in the two occurrences of the predicate q in the first and second 
rule, respectively, guarantees that < is noetherian on BP ; more precisely q(f(g(X))) 
can not be unified with q(g(X)). 
However, we cannot confine ourselves to the analysis of negative circuits alone. 
Rather, the presence of other elementary (and not necessarily negative) circuits in 
H(DG(P)) connected to the negative ones is to be taken into the right account. 
Example 4.4. Consider the following logic program P. 
r, : P(X) + ~dfk(W)) 
b: qk(W) +p(W 
r3: dfk(W) + 4(8(X)) 
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The presence of the elementary (and nonnegative) circuit [((q, q), [ r3, l])] connected 
with the negative circuit [((p, q), [r,, l]), ((q, p), [r2, l])] makes the above program 
non-locally stratified, even if the negative circuit alone can not be covered at the 
instance level. 
However, unifiability conditions are not represented in the dependency graph of 
a program. Therefore, in order to take them into account, an enrichment of the 
structure of the dependency graph is needed. We proceed by considering one strong 
component of DG(P) with at least one negative arc at a time, and modify it so that 
unifications are explicitly represented. Hence, a sufficient condition for local 
stratification is obtained as a simple condition posed on the modified structures. 
Let P be a logic program. Let SC = ( V, E, u &) be a strong component of DG( P). 
Then the expansion 
E(sc)=(V,uV*,E,“E,“&) 
of SC, is a bipartite labeled digraph defined as follows: 
(i) if ((p, q), [r, 01) E I?, is a positive arc in SC, then p[” E V, , q[“-“I E V, and 
( P’~‘, q[r’“l) E J!?, is a positive arc in E(X); 
(ii) if ((p, q), [r, 01) E E2 is a negative arc in SC, then p”’ E VI, q[r301 E V, and 
( pcrl, q”,“‘) E B, is a negative arc in E(sc); 
(iii) for each couple of nodes p[‘] E V, and p[“‘“” E V,, if the o’th literal in the 
body of the rule r’ is unifiable with the head literal of the rule r, then (p”‘.““, pIrl) E & 
is unification arc in E(sc). To each unification arc ( P’~‘,~“, p’I1) E & we associate 
the most general unifier (mgu) [4] of p[“.“” and p[“. 
Example 4.5. Consider the program P of Example 4.1 DC(P) contains only one 
strong component, consisting of the elementary circuits ec,, ec, and ec3. The 
expansion of this component is shown in Fig. 2, where the rule index, say i, has 
been used to denote the corresponding rule r, in the labels. 
Definition 4.6. Let P be a logic program, and consider a circuit ec E K(DG( P)). 
The boolean function C-UN is defined as follows. C- UN(ec) = True if 
HP(E(SC(ec)))*O, C_UN(ec)= False, otherwise. 
The following lemma states a first sufficient condition for local stratification of logic 
programs. 
Lemma 4.7. Let P be a logic program. Let 
NHC(P)={ 1 ec ec E H-( DG( P)), C_ UN( ec) = True}. 
If NHC( P) = 0 then P is locally stratijied. 
Proof. If NHC( P) = 0 then either H-(DG( P)) = 0, or for each ec E H_(DG( P)), 
E( SC( ec)) contains no negative circuit. In the first case, Lemma 4.7 follows immedi- 
ately from Lemma 4.2. In the latter case, we proceed by contradiction and assume 
that P is not locally stratified. Therefore, by Fact 2.4, there exists an infinite increasing 
sequence of atoms of BP of the form A, < A2 < A, < * * *. 
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Fig. 2. The expansion of a strong component. 
By the definition of strong component and by Definition 2.2, it follows that there 
exists an index j and a strong component SC of DG(P) such that the infinite 
subsequence S’ = Aj < A,,, < . . . is generated using only rules associated to arcs in 
SC. It follows from the definition of E(X) that Ak < Ak+, only if there exists in E(X) 
a path rr from a node p”’ to a node q”‘3”‘1 which contains at least one negative arc 
and such that: 
(i) Ak is a ground instance of the head literal p of r by some ground substitution 
i, and 
(ii) Ak+, is a ground instance of the o’th body literal q of r’ by the ground 
substitution 1?13~0~_, . . . @,I?, where 0, . . . 8, are the mgu’s associated to the 
unification arcs in r, for some substitution 6. 
(The usual assumption that rules have no variable in common applies above.) 
In particular, the existence of S’ implies the existence of at least one path of 
unbounded length in E (SC) containing at least one negative arc. On the other hand, 
from C_UN(ec) = False it follows that E(X) does not contain any negative circuit. 
Therefore any path in E(K) containing at least one negative arc contains at most 
as many arcs as the total number of arcs in E(X), which is finite (contradiction). 0 
4.2. Term complexity reduction 
Let P be a logic program. Assume that the structure of the rules of P imply that 
for any initial ground atom A, E B p, it is possible to construct only increasing 
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sequences (w.r.t. the relation <) of the form A, < A2 < 9 . . such that there exists at 
least one atom p(i) for which: 
(i) su#iciently many atoms AjC, j, 2 1 are ground instances of p( t^) (i.e., A,, = 
p( ?)Oi, for some suitable substitution f3,), and 
(ii) there is at least one argument of t,, of p( t*) such that D, > D,,, > D,+* > . * a, 
where Dk denotes the number of functors appearing in fhOk, k 2 v, for some 
VB 1. 
It is easily seen that in this case, by Fact 2.4, we could conclude that P is locally 
stratified. 
Example 4.8. Consider the following logic program P 
JO-(X), Y)+%X, Y) 
q(X, Y)+p(X, Y) 
~(4 a). 
We notice that: 
(i) UP={a}u{fk(a), kzl}; 
(ii) the literal p(a, t) does not unify with the head of the first rule of P, for any 
tE up; 
(iii) iff”(a) is the term appearing as the first argument of the predicate p in the 
head of the first rule, then f”-‘(a) is the term appearing as the first argument of 
the predicate p in the body of the second rule. 
Therefore whatever term fkP’(a) is bound to the variable X in the first rule, each 
sequence of atoms which can be generated from the ground instances of the rules 
of P according to the priority relation < contains (at most) k+ 1 occurrences of 
the predicate symbols p and q. Since SP = {p, q}, every sequence of atoms of BP 
which can be constructed according to the relation < has a finite length. 0 
In the sequel of this section we will formally state the above intuitively introduced 
sufficient condition. 
Definition 4.9. Let t be a term. Then, the length oft, denoted with 1 tl, is defined as 
follows: 
(i) If t is a constant, then ItI = 1. 
(ii) If t is a variable, say X, then the length of t remains unspecified ((Xl); 
however, for any variable X, 1x13 1. 
(iii) If t =f(t,, . . .,t,),then Itl=l+lt,I+...+lt,I.’ 
Example4.10. Let t=f(X,g(Y,a),b).Then Itl=IXl+IY(+4. 
Let S be a set of argument indexes of some literal p( t, , . . . , t,). Let Var( t) denote 
the set of variables occurring in the term t. S is a coherent set of argument indexes 
’ The term metrics adopted here is the same as that used by Sacc$ and Zaniolo in [6] to define 
sufficient conditions for safety of queries on deductive databases; related topics are discussed also in [7]. 
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for p(t,,... , t,) if for each term tk, Vur(&) G Vur(t,,) LJ. 1 . u Vu(&) and 
k I,“‘, k,ES imply keS. 
Example 4.11. Consider the literal p(X,f(X, Y), 2). The set of indexes (1) is 
coherent for p(X,f(X, Y), Z), while (2) is not, since Vur(X)={X}s {X, Y}= 
Vur(f(X, Y)) and 1 is not in (2). 
Throughout the paper we shall assume coherent sets of argument indexes. Such 
a restriction takes care of the following fact: if the term complexity analysis 
corresponding to a certain set of arguments of an instance A of a literal A is under 
development, it is necessary to impose that each argument of A which has all its 
variables occurring in other arguments of A which are under consideration is 
analyzed as well. Moreover, for simplicity, we shall refer to a literal, say p( t, , . . . , t,), 
using only its predicate symbol p, if the meaning is clear. 
Definition 4.12. Let S be a set of argument indexes of some literal p. We define 
IIp’II, the term complexity ofp w.r.t. S as follows: 
where fi is the term appearing in the ith argument of p. 
Remark 4.13. It immediately follows from the definitions that for each literal p and 
for each set S of argument indexes, 11 ps (12 0. 
We define next a binary operation *-* between term complexities. 
Definition 4.14. Given two term complexities JIp’IJ and j/qTll, IJpS(I*-*IJqTII is 
obtained as follows: 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
delete pairwisely from 11 ps (( and 1) qT )I each variable length 1x1 which occurs 
both in JJps(I and llqT(I; 
if at least one variable length remains in l/q7 II after that Step (i) has been 
executed, then II ps II*-* II q T II = -00, otherwise 
substitute 1 for each remaining variable length in II ps I); 
compute IIps(J*-*)(qrll as the arithmetic difference J(p’II - llqTll. 
Example 4.15. Consider the literals p(f(g(X)), Y) and q(g( Y), X). Let S = T = 
{1,2}. We have 
lIPSII =2+lxl+lyI, lbfll= l+Iyl+lxI. 
Therefore: llps\[*-*llqr/j = 1. 
Now, consider any arc M = ((p, q), [r, 01) in DG(P). Let IS,, and IS, be two set 
of argument indexes associated to p (the head literal of r) and q (the 0th body 
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literal of r), respectively. Then w(M, IS,,, IS,) = Ij p”p Il*-*llq’s~~ 11 is the weight of A4 
w.r.t. IS, and IS,. Moreover, we define Bind(ZS,, r, o), the set of argument indexes 
u of q (the 0th body literal of r) such that every variable appearing in the vth 
argument of q appears in the jth argument of p, for some j E ZS,. 
Example 4.16. Let r be the rule p(X, Y) + q(f(X, Y), Z). Let M = ((p, q), [r, l]), 
ZS=,{1,2} and Z&,=(l). Then Bind(ZS,, , r l)=(l) and w(M, ZS,,,ZS,)=-1. 
Lemma 4.17. Let P be a logic program. Let M = (( p, q), [r, o]) be any arc in DG( P). 
Let IS, be a set of argument indexes of the head literal p of the rule r. Let R be any 
ground instance of r, 
R=A+A ,,..., A, ,.... 
Then 
IIAfS~~II*-*IIA:ll 2 w(M, rs,, T), 
where T = Bind (IS,, r, 0). 
Proof. If w(M, IS,, T) = -00, the statement of the lemma is immediately verified. 
Thus, assume that w( M, IS,, T) # --oo. Let ZS, = {i, , . . . , i,} and T = {j, , . . . , j,}. 
Since R is a ground instance of r, there will exist a (ground) substitution 8 for the 
variables of r such that R = r/3. Let ti, and sj,, denote the terms appearing as the ikth 
argument in p and the j,,th argument in q, respectively (1 G kc n, 1 d h G m). Thus, 
t,8 and s,,,O, 1 G k s n, 1 s h s m, denote the corresponding terms in A and A,, 
respectively. For any term t, let occ(X, t) denote the number of occurrences of the 
variable X E Vur(t) in t. It immediately follows from Definition 4.9 that for any 
ground term ti?, 
(1) 
Let Z = {(X,, occ,), . . . , (X,, ocq)} where X,, . . . , X, are all the variables in 
til 9 . . . 3 tin, and each variable X,,, 1 G h s z occurs in t;, , . . . , ti,> ocq, more times than 
in sj, , . . . , sj,>, . Hence 
IIA’S~ll*-*IIA~II 
= ,i, It&j, heI (b y d fi t e ni ion, since A and A, are ground literals) 
n 
= c [I .I-( t 1, 
I=1 
.z,, 
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(by definition of Z (see above) and since w(M, ZS,, T) f -00) 
n 
> c [I t 1, 
I=1 
I-( 
(since lXf312 1, for any ground substitution 0 and variable X, and by 
definition of I) 
=w(M, IS,,, T) (by definition of u(M, IS,, T)). 
This completes the proof. 0 
Let ecu H-(DG(P)), ec = [((ply PA [rl, 0,X.. . , ((p,,~,), [rn, o,l)l. be an 
elementary circuit of DG(P) such that C_ UZV( ec)) = True. Let ZS,,, be a set of 
argument indexes of pk. We define the following succession of argument indexes: 
Bind:,,, Is = ZS,,, ’ ,‘I 
Bind&,,,,,,k = BindCBind!,:,,.Is,,l, f-h, ok), 
Bin&,:,,,,s,,,. = Bind( Bind:,.,,,,,, ,‘A ’ rk+7 Ok+ , ) 
Bid,;,,,~s,2~ = Bind(BindJ,I~,,,, PI , rk+[j-ll, ok+[,pl])r 
. . . 
where k+ = 1 if k = n, k+ = k+ 1 otherwise, and k+[j] is an abbreviation for 
(*. -(k+)+)+ . . *j times. 
Definition 4.18. Let M, denote the arc ((p,, p,,), [r,, Oil) of ec, 1 s i s n. Let T, denote 
the set of argument indexes BindL,,,,,,,aA, j 20. Then, TCB(ec,pk, IS,,,), the term 
complexity balance of ec w.r.t. pk and ZS,,, is defined as follows. 
(i) If there exists an index j z= 1 such that Bind’c,,,,,s,,A = 0 then 
TCB(eC, pkr zs,,,) = -Co, 
otherwise 
a(ec,pl,IS,>I)-I 
(ii) TCB(ec, Pk, ZS,,) = c @(Mk+,.;,, T,, 17;+,), 
j=rn(h) 
where a(ec,pkr IS,,,) is the minimum index such that 
Pk+[~n~k)l=Pl+l~n(h)+u~ec,p~.fS,,I)l 
and &n(k) = T,,ckj+u(e~,pl.,s,,I,. for some index sn(k), O~sn(k)<(~(ec,p~,ZS,,~). 
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Lemma 4.19. Let P be a logic program, and ec E H-( DG( P)) be a circuit such that 
TCB( ec, pkr IS,, ) > --CO. Then cy (ec, pk, IS,,, ) is an integer multiple of n, where n is the 
number of arcs in ec. 
Proof. Stragithforward, since ec is an elementary circuit and since 
Pk+[cn(k)l =Pk+[cn(k)+u(rc,pk,lS,,)l by definition of c.u(ec, pk, IS,,,). 0 
Remark 4.20. Let P be a logic program. Let ec E H-( DG( P)) be a circuit such that 
TCB( ec, pk, IS,,) > --co. Let sn( k) and cz( ec, pk, IS,,,) be the associated indexes. Then 
TCB(ec,p,, IS,,) = TCB(cc, Pk+[rn(k)j, BindZ$&,,), 
by posing 
(i) cr(ecY pk+[.Tn(k)]y ~inC,‘,f~‘,:‘,q,) = a(% Pk, &,L and 
(ii) sn(k+[sn(k)]) =O. 
Therefore, in what follows, whenever assuming that TCB(ec, pk, IS,,) > -a, for 
some negative circuit ec, we shall assume w.1.o.g. that sn( k) = 0. 
Lemma 4.21. Let P be a logic program. Let 
ec = I(( P,, ~4, [rly OJ. . . . , (b, PA [m, oJ>l 
be a negative circuit of DG(P). A ssume that TCB( ec, pk, I&!&) > -Co, for some suitable 
literal pk and argument index set IS,, . Then 
Vj,rn (T=T+.nmJ, Ocjs(f(l)-l),mal, 
where 17; = Bind-‘,,:,,,,s,l, andf(m)=m~a(ec,p~,ISr,). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on m. Let j be any index such that 0 s j 5 (f (1) - 1). 
Basis, for m = 1. 
7;+.fw 
= Bind$$‘,:s pk (by definition of ?;+.fCIJ) 
=Brnd(Tj+f,,,-r, rk+[J+f(l)-tl~ ok+[j+.f(l)-l] ) (by definition of Bindc,$k’,\S,p) 
. . . 
=Bind(.. 
=Bind(. . 
Bind(?h,), rk+[l(l)l? ok+,.f(,),) .. -1 
Bind(G,, rk+[ftl)lp Ok+[f(l)l) . . .I, rk+[j+f(l)-l], Ok+[j+f(l)-1]) 
(since Tfc,, = Bindf;l,‘L,,,spl = ISrk) 
=Bind(. . . Bind(%,, rkT ok). . .>, rk+[j-l]r ok+[Jm3]) (by Lemma 4.19) 
= T, (by definition of ?;). 
Induction. Assume that the statement of the lemma holds for each m < 21. Let m = v. 
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Then we have: 
fj+.f(m) 
=Bjn&yb’ 
sr.pl.~~,,I (by definition of 7;+ff,,,) 
=Bind(~+f~m~-lt rk+[l+f(m)-l]r ok+[i+J.(m)-ll) 
(by definition of Bind:;/d:~$,) 
=Bind(Bind(Tj+.f(m)-2r rk+[,+/‘(m)-2], ok+[,+/-(m)-2] ), 
‘k+[j+.f(m)-I], Ok+[,j+f(m-I] ) 
(by definition of and q+.r(,,,_, and Bind$:,$(Ti$:) 
=Bind(... Bind(7;+,,,,,,- ( L1 rr.pl.l~,,I)r rk+i i+~(m)-n(e~,~r.lS,,~)l~ 
Ok+[,.+i(,,)-,(,,.p~.,~,,~,~) *. .I 
=Bind(... Bind(T,, rk+[j+t.(,+l)l, ok+[r+l.Cm-ll]). . .) 
(by induction, since f(m) - cy (ec, Pk, I$, ) =f( m - 1)) 
=Bind(. . . Bind(T,, rk+-[jl, Ok+[)] ). . .) (by Lemma 4.19) 
= Bind.L:;k’ :,s 3 3 I’l. = T, (by definition). 
This completes the proof. Cl 
Lemma 4.22. Let P be a logic program. Let 
ec = [((p,, PA [rl, 0~11,. . . , ((P,,, P,), [rn, hl)l 
be a negative circuit of DG( P). Assume that TCB( ec, pkr I&) > -CO, for some suitable 
literal pk and argument index set IS,, , Then for each m > 0, 
/(m+l)-I 
c W(Mk+[,,,, T,, T,+,) = TWec, Pk, &P~), 
j=/fm) 
wheref(m) = m X (Y(ec,pk, IS,,) and ?; = Bind’,,,,.,s 1’1 .
Proof. Lemma 4.22 follows immediately from Lemma 4.21 and Lemma 4.19. 0 
Now consider any (either finite or infinite) increasing sequence Seq = A, < A2 < 
A3 + . . of elements of Bp. It follows from Definition 2.2 that for each relation 
Ai < Ai+, in Seq, there exists a list r,,t9,, ri,Oz, - - a, ri,,,)+,f3u(,,+l of ground instance 
rules of P which generates the relation A, < A,+, , i.e.: 
ri,8,sA,* . . . . C,, ,... 
r,>02 = C,,, + . . . , C,,, , . . . 
. . . 
and at least one amongst the literals C,,, , . . . , Ci,I,(i)) A;+, appearing in the rules’ 
bodies is negative. Then the increasing sequence co(Seq) is defined as: 
co(Seq) = A, <* C,,, <* . . . <* C,,v(,j <“A2 <* C,,, <” . . . <* C2,v(2J <* . . ., 
where <* stands either for < or for <. 
Lemma 4.23. Let P be a logic program. Let Seq be an infinite increasing sequence of 
atoms of B, built according to the relation <. Then co(Seq) is injinite as well, 
Proof. Straightforward, since each atom occurrence in Seq is in co(Seq). 0 
Even in the case of the second sufficient conditions based on the term complexity 
analysis, we can not confine ourselves to considering one negative circuit at a time, 
unless it is an isolated one. Indeed, the possible interactions between each negative 
circuit ec and the other (not necessarily negative) circuits in SC(ec) are to be taken 
into the right account. 
Example 4.24. Consider the following logic program l? 
rl: p(f(X))+%X) 
r2: dX)+p(W 
r3: dW+df(W) 
DC(P) contains one negative circuit ec (obtained from rules r, and r2) and one 
strong component (obtained from rules r, , r2 and r3). The circuit ec alone induces 
a decrement in the number of functors. However P is not locally stratified because 
the reduction of the number of function symbols induced by ec is being absorbed 
because of the presence in DG( P) of the (non negative) circuit (((9, q), [r3, 11)). 
Therefore, for each negative circuit ec E I--( DG( P)) such that C_ UN( ec) = True, 
we must check that 
(i) the rules forming the circuit induce a reduction in the number of functors in 
some (set of) argument(s) of some literal, and 
(ii) this reduction cannot be cancelled by any increment induced by rules forming 
other (not necessarily negative) circuits in SC(ec). 
The above concept is formalized in the sequel of this section. 
Let ec=[((p,,p,), [r,,o,]) ,..., ((p,,p,), [r,,o,])] be a negative circuit in 
DC(P). Consider a node pA of ec and an associated set IS,,, of argument indexes. 
Let q be a node in SC(ec). Let rr be a path in SC(ec), 
3- = [((PI,,, PI,~), [rl.-rr, q,l), . . , ((Pn,.rr, P,,+I.~), [r,w,ir, onm,,l)l, 
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where P~,~ =pk and P~,+~,~ = q. The set of argument indexes I_bind(r, pk, ISpk) of 
the literal q is defined as follows. 
I_bind(r,pk, IS,,) = I-bind”- 
where 
I_ bind” = IS,,, , 
Z-bind’ = Bind(I-bind’-‘, rj,T, oi,=). 
Let q and q’ be two nodes in SC(ec). The set of all acyclic paths from q to q’ in 
SC(ec) is denoted by ACYscc.<,(q, q’). Clearly, if q = q’ then ACY&(,,,(q, q’) = {E}, 
where E denotes the null path. Further, note that, by definition of SC(ec), 
AC&+,,(q, 4’) # @. 
Lemma 4.25. Let P be a logic program. Let 
ec = [((P,, PJ, [rl, 0A.. . , ((p,, PI>, [m, o,l>l, ecE W(DG(P)). 
For each literal Pk of ec and for each associated set of arguments indexes IS,, the 
following equality holds: 
Bind kPI IS , .I=l_bind(~,pk,IS,,), Osisn, 
where T is such that ACY,,(p,, pk+[i]) = {v}, if i f n, 
T = ec( pk, end (ec))ec( init( ec), pk), 
otherwise.2 
Proof. Lemma 4.25 follows immediately from definitions. Cl 
Lemma 4.26. Let P be a logic program. Then, for any couple of paths rr’ and T” qf 
DG( P) andfor any set of argument indexes ISjnir(+, associated to init( TT’), thefollowing 
equality holds: 
Z_bind(rr’rr”, init( ISini,(,+)) 
= I-bind (8, init( T”), I-bind (n’, init( v’), ISlni,(r’))) 
where end (7r’) = init( n”). 
Proof. Lemma 4.26 immediately follows from definitions. 0 
Next, we define the family of index argument sets Lab(pk, q, S) as follows: 
Lab(Pk, 9, &,)={I-bind(r,pk, ZSpl)l~~ACYsc-(,,,(pk, 4)). 
’ Actually, since Bind can be expressed in terms of I_bind, only one of the two functions had been 
needed. However, we introduced both of them to simplify the presentation. 
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Intuitively, Lab(p,, q, IS,,,) contains all the argument index sets of the literal q 
which are induced by the argument index set IS,, of pk using any suitable sequence 
of rules in P. 
Now, let cc = [((ply 14, [I,, o,lL. . . , (p,,,p,), [rH, o,])] be any negative circuit 
in DG( P) such that TCB(ec, pk, IS,,,) > 0 for some literal pk and for some set of 
argument indexes ZS,, . Let cu(ec, ZJ~, ZS,,) be the associated index. Let 
P(ec,Pk, ZS~r)=Q(ec,Pk,ZS~~)divn, 
where div denotes the integer division (see Lemma 4.19). Let ec, ec,, ecz, . . . , ec, 
be all the elementary circuits in SC(ec). Let 
cc, = [((k,,, p2,J, [rl+, oI,,lL . . . , (&,,u,~I,u), [m,.,, o~J)l, 1 s 2,s m. 
Then IS,, is a conservative index set for ec w.r.t. pk if for each v, j and k, 1 s v s m, 
1 <j s n,, 0 < k 4 p( ec, pk, IS,,,), the following conditions hold: 
(i) for each argument index set S E Lab( pk, pi,“, Bind 2‘yiL,,,,J, S = Bind::“,, ,,“, s, 
and 
(ii) TCB(ec,, P~,~, S) 2 0. 
The boolean function Deer is defined next. 
Definition 4.27. Let ec be a negative circuit of DG( P). Then Decr(ec) = True if 
there exists a literal pk of ec and a set IS,, of argument indexes of pk such that 
(i) TCB(ec, pk, ZS,,,) > 0, and 
(ii) ZS,, is a conservative index set for ec w.r.t. pk, 
Decr( ec) = False, otherwise. 
Intuitively, condition (i) guarantees that the rules forming ec induce a decrement 
in the term complexity (w.r.t. some suitable set of argument indexes) of the literals 
belonging to sequences built according to the relation <, whereas condition (ii) 
guarantees that this decrement can not be cancelled anyway using other rules in Z? 
Example 4.28. Consider the following program Z? 
P(X.0 Y)) + 1d-T Y) 
4(X, Y) +p(X 2) 
DG(P) contains only one negative circuit ec. It is easily seen that Decr(ec) = False. 
It turns out that P is not locally stratified. Indeed, consider any ground instance 
p( t, ,f( tJ) of the head literal of the first rule (t , , tz E U,). Then the following infinite 
increasing sequence of atoms from BP can be built using the rules in P: 
P(t,,f(t*))<q(t,, t*)<q(t1, tJ<-. . . 
Example 4.29. Consider the following program P. 
P(f(X), Y)+1p(X Y) 
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DG(P) contains only one negative circuit ec. P is locally stratified and Decr(ec) = 
True. 
Lemma 4.30. Let P be a logic program. Let ec E H (DG( P)) be a negative circuit 
such that Decr( ec) = True. Letp and IS, be the corresponding literal and set of argument 
indexes, respectively. Let n^ denote the number of arcs in ec. Let VT” = [M, M2 . . . M,,] 
be a (not necessarily elementary) circuit in SC(ec). Let r’ be any path in SC(ec) 
such that init( n’) = p and end (&) = init( z-“). Assume that IN( ec, +#, 0). Then for 
each set of argument indexes S = Bind~.~‘&~, 0 s k s p (ec, p, IS,,), the following results 
hold: 
(i) I_bind(~‘,p,S)=l_bind(n’#,p,S), and 
n-l 
(ii) C w(M,+,, I_bind(7r’M,. . . Mi,p, S), Z_bind(+M, . . . Mi+I,p, S))zO. 
,=O 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 4.30 is given in the appendix. 0 
The following lemma states the second sufficient condition for local stratification. 
Lemma 4.31. Let P be a logic program. Let 
N%(P)={ 1 ec ec E HP( DG( P)), C-UN(P) = True, Decr(ec) = False}. 
If N/Hzc( P) = 0 then P is locally stratified. 
Proof. From N%(P) = 0 it follows that either 
(i) H-( DG( P)) = 0, or 
(ii) for each ec E H-(DG(P)), C_ UN(ec) = False, or 
(iii) for each ec E H (DG( P)) such that C- UN( ec) = True, Decr( ec) = True. 
Case (i) immediately follows from Lemma 4.2. 
Case (ii) immediately follows from Lemma 4.7. 
Case (iii). We proceed by contradiction and assume that P is not locally stratified. 
Then by Fact 2.4, there exists an infinite sequence Seq = A, < A, <. . . of elements 
of B,. Therefore, there will exist an index j and a strong component SC of DG( P) 
such that the infinite subsequence Seq’ = Aj < Ai+,< A,+, <. . * is obtained using 
only ground instances of rules associated with arcs in SC. Let 
Seq”=co(Seq’)= C,<*C,<*. . . . 
By Lemma 4.23, Seq” is infinite. For each subsequence of two elements Ci <* C,,, , 
let r,,)fI, be the generating ground instance rule. Let o(;) be the body position 
corresponding to the literal C,,, in r,i,8i. Let pcij be the head predicate of the rule 
rci). Let 
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Since the number of negative circuit in SC is finite, and by definition of T(Seq”) it 
follows that there exists (at least one) negative circuit ecE HP(DG(P)), 
ec = [((p,, PA [rl, OJ, . . . , ((h, pII, [rh’, o,l)l = [MI . . . %I, 
such that ZZV( ec, r( Seq”), CO). By hypotheses, Decr( ec) = True. Therefore there exists 
a literal pk in ec and an associated set of argument indexes IS,,, such that 
TCB(ec, pk, IS,,) > 0, and ZS,,, is a conservative index set for ec w.r.t. pk. Let 
f(m)=mxa(ec,pk,ZS~,). Let g(m)=mx/3(ec,p,,ZS,,,). Let ?T’ be the portion of 
n-(Seq”) defined by 
r’= [((&t(k)), P<,(k)+,)), [r~~~k~~~ o(i(k))l), 
((P<t(k)+~), P(ifk)+Z)), [r(i(k)+l), O(i(k)+l) I)..., 
where i(k) is the minimum index such that 
((PM), %(k)+l) 1, [r(i(k))y %kd) = ((Pk,Pk+), Lrky Ok]). 
Since ZN(ec, n-(Seq”), ~0) then ZN(ec, k, 00). Therefore rr’ can be written as: 
rr’= rr,rr2x3. . . 
where each 7ri, j 2 1, is a circuit of the following form: 
rj = eO,,, , Pj,dT,,l . . . 4hc j)2 Pi.nC jJ+l)TknCjl 
such that: 
(1) ec(p,,, , Pj.2) . . . 4hc I)? Pj,n(j)+l ) = ec, ja 1, 
(2) ZN(ec, (~j-l,,l(j~l,ec(P,,,, Pj.Jnj,l . . . rj,nC,)-I)3 017 j3 l3 
where rr,,nCOj = E, and 
(3) 7rji,h is a circuit, jzl,l~h~n(j). 
Notice that it follows from the definition of r’ that p;,, = pj,n(j)+l =pk, j 2 1. It is 
also useful to consider the composition of r’ in terms of simple arcs. Thus, assume 
that 
5T~=[ti&.Aj... 
where I’&, = (( i;l, j’,,,), [ 6, ~$1). Let c?; be the ground literal in Seq” corresponding 
to bj in 7r’. Let 
Sj=Z_bind(~‘(p^,,~j),pk, IS,,) 
(we notice that S, is well defined since fi, =p ,,1 =pk). We shall prove next that for 
each m 2 0: 
(i) IIk$,jll > ]]C$:j]l, and 
(ii) II k$$fjII 2 I/ C>g;\\ll, 
where u(m) and u(m) are two indexes such that j&,,,, =pK(,,,)+,,, and $,,,,,,,= 
P~(~+~),~~~(~+~))+~. Let T, = Bidc,,,,,spl. 
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Proof of (i). 
=j=;m, (ll~sJIl-IIePl~ll) ( since the rules rcilO, are ground, i 2 1) 
u(m)-1 
=,=zm, ~II~~~II*-*II~~~~~II~ 
(since the rules r(,,& are ground, i2 1, by definition of *-*) 
lJ(rn)~l 
2 C w(k,, S,, S,,,) (by Lemma 4.17) 
j=c(m) 
f(m+ll-1 
2 c 4w+,,,, 7;, T,+,) 
j=i(m) 
(Since, by definition of VT’, Lemma 4.30 applies to all circuits rj,/,, with 
the paths ~,~l,,(,Pr) cc(pj,r,ZQ.. . e4p,,l,,~i,h+l) and to q,c;) with the 
null path e, jai, lsZzhrrn(j)-1) 
=TCB(ec,pk, IS,,,) (by Lemma 4.22). 
Therefore we obtain 1162~; 11 - [/&$:;I[ 2 TCB(ec, Pk, IS,,,) > 0. Hence (i) follows. 
Proofof (ii). 
II e:(#ll - 1) e’s;;;;‘,;II 
a(m+l)-I 
= ;_& (II~SJII - IIwiW ( since the rules r(,,fl, are ground, i 3 1) 
“(m+l)-I 
= ;_I_ ~II~~~Il*-*II~~~~~ll~ 
(since the rules r,,,B, are ground, i 2 1, by definition of *-*) 
“(m+l)-I 
2 c W(iij, s,, S,+,) 20. 
j=u(m) 
The last inequality follows by Lemma 4.17 and since, by definition of v’, Lemma 
4.30 applies to all circuits T,,~( j), with the null path E, j2 1. This proves (ii). 
From (i) and (ii) above we obtain 
Vm 2 0 (IICS;;jII > II C2g;;l;II). 
Now, consider I/c?$x;, 11. I/ C$;;i II is, obviously, finite. Therefore there will exist an 
index 6 such that IIC~~;.;i4’11 <O. By definition of Seq”, kucAj is a literal in Seq”, and 
it has a negative term complexity w.r.t. SU(AI (contradiction). This completes the 
proof. q 
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4.3. The algorithm 
We are now ready to present the test algorithm for local stratification. Intuitively, 
the test for the local stratification of a logic program P proceeds as follows: first 
we check whether DC(P) contains negative circuits. If it does, we check for each 
negative circuit ec if C_ lJN( ec) = True and if Decr( ec) is False. If both conditions 
are verified for (at least) one circuit ec E H (DC(P)), then P could be non locally 
stratified, and the algorithm outputs Do not know. In all other cases P is locally 
stratified and the algorithm outputs Yes. The test algorithm is presented in Fig. 3. 
Theorem 4.32. Let P be a logic program. If Test(P) = Yes then P is locally stratijied. 
Proof. The algorithm Test outputs Yes only if either there exists no negative circuit 
of P, or each circuit ec E H (DC(P)) is such that either C_ UN(ec) = False or 
Decr( ec) = True. In all these cases Lemma 4.31 applies. Hence the result follows. 0 
Algorithm Test; 
INPUT: a logic program P; 
begin 
(1) compute DG(P)=(V, E,uE,); 
(2) Testvar:= True; Testset:= H-(DC(P)); 
while (Testset f 0) and Testvar do 
(3) choose ec from Testset; 
(4) Testset := Testset - {ec}; 
(5) if (not Decr(ec)) and C_UN(ec) then Testuar:= False 
end while; 
(6) if Testvar then Output(Yes) 
else Output(Do not know) 
Fig. 3. The Test algorithm. 
The following example shows a locally stratified program for which the algorithm 
Test outputs Do not know. 
Example 4.33. Consider the following program P: 
r, : P(w+lq(f(f(w)) 
5: s(f(Y))+rMY)) 
r3 : r(sMz))) +PW) 
The algorithm Test applied to P outputs Do not know, since P contains a negative 
circuit 
ec= [((P, 4), [r,, 111, ((9, r), [rz, ll), ((6 P), [r3,11)1, 
C-UN(P) = True, and Decr(ec) = False, 
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but P is locally stratified, since each term to be bound to X, Y and 2, has to verify 
the following constraints. 
(i) Y has to be bound to a term of the form f(X) in order to unify the body 
literal of the first rule with the head literal of the second rule, 
(ii) Y has to be bound to a term of the form g(Z) in order to unify the body 
literal of the second rule with the head literal of the third rule, 
and the conditions (i) and (ii) are inconsistent. 
We close this section with a brief discussion on the time complexity of the 
algorithm Test. 
Recalling that for each logic program P, DC(P) contains one node for each 
predicate symbol in SP, it is easily seen that in the worst case, the algorithm runs 
exponentially in the cardinality of S,. Indeed, in the worst case, Step 2 computes 
N elementary circuits and the body of the while statement is executed once for each 
of them, where N is the total number of elementary circuits in DC(P)-actually, 
the body of the while statement induces another exponential factor to the worst case 
time complexity of the algorithm (consider, by the way, the computation of 
Decr( ec)). On the other hand, since each negative circuit in DG( P) is to be analyzed 
before the local stratification of P can be stated, the problem seems to be inherently 
exponential. Nevertheless, 
(i) as it is unusual to have logic programs with a large number of negations, and 
(ii) since the Test algorithm is to be applied only once when a logic program is 
compiled (see Remark 3.4), 
the Test algorithm demonstrates effective in most situations. 
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Appendix 
Lemma 4.30. Let P be a logic program. Let ec E HP( DC(P)) be a negative circuit 
such that Decr( ec) = True. Letp and IS,, be the corresponding literal and set of argument 
indexes, respectively. Let 6 denote the number of arcs in ec. Let #= [M, M2. . . M,] 
be a (not necessarily elementary) circuit in SC( ec). Let rr’ be any path in SC(ec) 
such that init( r’) = p and end( r’) = init( VI’). Assume that ZN(ec, QT’&‘, 0). Then for 
each set of argument indexes S = Bind$~~,,s,~, 0 c k c p (ec, p, IS,,), the following results 
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hold: 
(i) I_bind(r’,p,S)=Z_bind(7i-‘#,p,S), and 
n-l 
(ii) 1 w(M,+,, I_bind(n'M, . . . M,,p, S), I_bind(r'M, . . M,+,,p, S))ZO. 
,=O 
Before presenting the proof of Lemma 4.30, it is useful to introduce a definition 
and a technical lemma. 
Let rr be a path. The mapping Red which applies to paths is defined as follows. 
(i) If r is acyclic then Red(n) = n, otherwise 
(ii) let ec be an elementary circuit such that rr = %?&, IN(ec, 7jR, 1) and for any 
other elementary circuit ec’ Z 2, IN( ec’, &Z, 0); then Red(n) = &?. 
Intuitively, the above defined mapping eliminates the leftmost elementary circuit (if 
any) from the path to which it is applied. 
It is easily seen that for any finite path r there will exist a minimum index p(n) 
such that 
Redl”‘“‘(r) = Red@“‘“‘+‘(rr), 
where Redp’(“) denotes I applications of the mapping Red. 
Therefore we also define (for finite paths) the closure mapping Red* as follows: 
Red*(r) = Redp”“‘(r). 
Lemma A.l. Let P be a logic program. Let ec E H-( DG( P)) be a negative circuit such 
that Decr(ec) = True. Let p and IS,, be the corresponding literal and set of argument 
indexes, respectively. Let n denote the number of arcs in ec. Let n be any path in 
SC(ec) such that init( T) = p and IN(ec, rr, 0). Then for each set of argument indexes 
S = Bind”xk p~,p,Is,,, 0~ kcp(ec,p, IS,,): 
I_bind(r,p,S)=l_bind(Red*(r),p,S). 
Proof. If r is acyclic, then Red*(r) = n, and the result is immediately verified. 
Otherwise, let Z? be an elementary circuit of SC(ec) such that 7~ = +Z%, 
ZN(% +Z?, 1) and for any other elementary circuit ec’ f 2, ZN(ec’, G?, 0). Then 
Z_bind(r,p, S)= I_bind(&%,p, S) 
=I_bind(ii, init( I_bind(6?, p, S)). (by Lemma 4.26) 
= (1). 
Now, since Z? is in SC( ec), S = Bind:$s,, , O<kk@(ec,p, ZS,,), Z_bind(+,p,S)E 
LAB(p, init( S), Z?# Z?, and IS,, is a conservative index set for ec w.r.t. p, it 
follows by definition, that 
I-bind(+, p, S) = Bind~,inir~b,,,_hind(ir,p,S), 
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where n^ denotes the number of arcs in ???I Thus, by Lemma 4.25, we obtain 
I_bind(+, p, S) = Z_bind(G, init( Z_bind(+, p, S)). 
Therefore, from Lemma 4.26, we obtain 
Z_bind(ti,p, S)= I_bind(hz,p, S). 
We can then resume the chain of equalities (1): 
(1) =Z_bind(+, init( Z_bind(ti,p, S)) 
=Z_bind( I?jji, p, S) (by Lemma 4.26) 
=Z_bind(Red(r),p, S) (by definition) 
. . . (iterating the reasoning above p(n) - 1 more times) 
=Z_bind(Red*(n), p, S). 
This completes the proof. 0 
Proof of Lemma 4.30. Proof of (i). The proof is by induction on struct(#). 
(Basis, for struct( 7r”) = 1) In this case, +’ is an elementary circuit. Then 
Z-Bind (7r’#, p, S) 
= I_ Bind ( T”, init( n”), I- Bind( n’, p, S)) (by Lemma 4.26) 
= I_ Bind ( TT”, init( Z_Bind(Red*(rr’), p, S)) 
(applying Lemma A.1 on n’) 
=(l). 
Since n-l’ is elementary and Red*(v’) is acyclic, it follows that 
Z_Bind(Red*(T’),p, S)E Lab(p, init( S). 
Since, moreover, V” # ec, S = Bind$&,, , 0 d k d p(ec, p, IS,,), and ZS, is a conserva- 
tive index set for ec w.r.t. p, we have 
Z_Bind(Red*(r’), p, S) = Bind” ~“,in,r(a”),l_R~nd(Red*(~‘),p,S)~ 
Therefore, from Lemma 4.25, we infer that 
Z_Bind(Red*(&), p, S) = I_Bind(#, init( Z_Bind(Red*(r’), p, S)). 
We can finish the chain of equalities (1): 
(1) = Z_Bind(Red*(r’),p, S). 
Therefore, from Lemma A.1 we obtain: 
I- Bind ( rr’rr”, p, S) = I_ Bind (&, p, S) 
(Induction) Assume that the result holds for any circuit 7; such that struct( 7;) < m. 
Let struct(d’) = m. Thus, let 
where ec”(q,, , qi2)ec”(q,, , qjJ . . ec”(qj,_I, q,r) = ec” is a suitable elementary circuit in 
SG( ec) different from ec, and struct( n,) < m, 1 s i d k. Then we have: 
Z_Bind(dd’, p, S) = I_Bhd(7T’?T,eC”(qj,, q,,). . . ec”(ql ,, qJI)nk, p, 9 
=I_Bird(ed’(qj,, qj2) . . . ec”(qJI_, , qfA)rkt q,, , l-Bind(dTTTI, P, s)) 
(by Lemma 4.26) 
=I-Bind(ec”(q,Z, 4,,), . . ec"(qJI-,, qjrjTkTTk, 4,,, 
I-Bind(dec"(q,l, qjJn*,P, 9) 
(by induction, since struct( v,) < m, and applying Lemma 4.26 twice) 
= ~-Bi~d(ec"(qj,, 9,,). . . ec"(qjr-l, qj,)Th3 4,,, 
Z_Bind(rr’ec”(q,l, q,Jec”(qJ2, qjJn3, P, 9) 
(by induction, since struct( r2) < m, and applying Lemma 4.26 twice) 
= I_ Bind ( rr’ec”, p, S) 
= Z_Bind( d, p, S) (by induction, since strucf( ec”) = 1 < m). 
This completes the proof of (i). 
Proof of (ii). The proof is by induction on struct( d’). 
(Basis, for struct( d’) = 1) In this case, 7r” is an elementary circuit of DG( P). It 
follows from (i) above that 
Z-bind (v’r”, p, S) = I- bind ( rr’, p, S). 
Let s^ = Z_bind(&, p, S). Lemma 4.26 implies that 
Z_bind(dd’,p,S)=Z_bind(d’, init(d’),$). 
Therefore: 
S= Z_Bind(7r”, init( s^), 
3 = Bind~.~,ini,~?r..~,~, 
(by Lemma 4.15, recalling that n is the number of arcs in v”), 
cr(&‘, init( $) = n, (by Definition 4.18). (*) 
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Now, we have: 
n-l 
C w(M,+,, Z_bind(+M, . . . Mi,p, S), Lbind(&M, . M,+,,p. S)) 
I=0 
n-1 
= C w(M,+,, Z_bind(M, . M,, init( s^), 
,=” 
I_bind(M, . . . M,,,, init( r”), f?)) (by Lemma 4.26) 
= 1 w(M,+, , Bind,ss,,,i,(+,j,j-, Bind$fini,(TT,Ij,.+) (by Lemma 4.25) 
i=O 
a(7r",intl(m") S)-I 
z c ’ w(M,+,, Bind’,,s,inir(+,j,g, Bind2,‘in,r(7i,,),g) (from (*) above) 
I =,I 
= iTB( 3-r”, init( r”), 4). (by definition) 
In total, we have: 
C w(Mi+,, Z_bind(&M, . . . M,,p, S), Z_bind(&M, . . . M,+,,p, S)) 
,=o 
= TCB( r”, init( 7r”), g). 
It follows from Lemma A.1 that 
S= Z_bind(Red*(&),p, S). 
therefore S E Lab( p, init( r”), S). Recalling further that 71” f ec, S = Bind$$y, 
0 s k s P(ec, p, IS,,), and IS,, is a conservative index set for ec w.r.t. p, we obtain: 
TCB(z-“, init (r”), 2) b 0. 
And, finally, 
n-l 
C w(Mt+,, I_bind(&M, . . . M,,p, S), I_bind(rr’M,. . . M,+,,p, S))sO 
i=O 
(Induction) Assume that (ii), above holds for all the circuits 7; such that 
struct( 6) < m. Let struct( r”) = m. Thus, let 
d’= ?‘Tlec”(q,, , q,2)~2ec”(q;2, q;,) . ~kbIec”(q,,_,  qjkjrk, 
where ec” = ec”( q,, , q,,)ec”( qr2, q,J . . . ec”(q,,-, , q,,) is a suitable elementary circuit in 
SC(ec) different from ec, and strUCt(ni) < m, 1 s i c k. Let 
rh = Mu,,,, . M<h,n,,), lchsk, and 
cc”(qj,,, q,,,,,) = M<k+~,l). . Wk+/~,ni+,,)~ l<h<k-1, 
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where (i, j) denotes a suitable index, 1 d id 2k - 1, 1 d j s n,. Thus: 
n-1 
C w(M,+,, I_bind(r’M, . . . M,,p, S), I_bind(r’M, . . . Mi+l,p, S)) 
i=O 
I_bind(r’M, . . . Mch,;+,),p, S)) (by definition) 
I-bind(+M, . . Mth,,+,), P, S)) 
> 
(by induction, since depth(rh) < m, 1 s h s k, and from Point (i)) 
The last step follows by induction, since 
ec”= M(k+,,,) . . . yk+,.n,+,) . . . 4sI,,>. . . M(s,,nLI_,j 
and struct(ec”) = 1 cm). 
This completes the proof of (ii) and closes the proof of Lemma 4.30. 0 
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